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Submission by Save Honey Hill Group  

ISH3 - Environmental Ma3ers, Day 2, 11 January 2024: Summary of Oral Submissions 

22 January 2024 

IntroducHon  

This note summarises oral submissions made by Esther Drabkin-Reiter, Ian Gilder, David Yandell and 
Jennie Conroy for SHH at the ISH3 Day 2 on 11 January 2024. 

5. Agenda Item 5: Ecology 
 

5.1 SHH welcomes the creaJon of a wider Advisory Group to include the relevant agencies and 
developers to consider broader recreaJonal, ecological and landscape maNers, including the 
potenJal effects of increased visitor pressures arising from development and the provision of 
miJgaJon and that Quy Fen Trust is to be invited to aNend.  
 

5.2 SHH has now commented separately on Natural England’s LeNer of 8 January 2024 seVng out 
NE’s posiJon on various maNers on the ISH agenda. This is SHH 41. 

 
5.3 In relaJon to potenJal recreaJonal impacts on Stow-cum-Quy Fen SSSI, SHH notes the 

Applicant’s conJnuing refusal to undertake any sort of baseline survey against which any future 
changes in condiJon/damage could be measured. The Applicant accepts that the new bridleway 
will accommodate and channel walkers and other recreaJonal users towards Quy Fen.  

 
5.4 SHH finds the Applicant’s posiJon on the need for the Applicant to help manage off site 

recreaJonal impacts that will be a direct consequence of the Applicant’s creaJon of a substanJal 
open countryside recreaJonal facility around the new works and the improvements to 
recreaJonal access that will be delivered by the off-site footpaths and bridleway, both to be 
delivered as part of the DCO, to be completely illogical. The Applicant has chosen not just to 
undertake landscape and ecological miJgaJon around the works, but to make it a 70ha country 
park, which it will maintain, include extensive paths for walking, cycling and equestrians. The 
Applicant conJnues to claim that these are substanJal planning benefits to be weighed in their 
favour as ‘very special circumstances’. SHH would argue, as we do in the table on page 125 of 
SHH04 [REP1-171], that, formally, the provision of improved countryside access and enhanced 
recreaJonal opportuniJes is necessary miJgaJon for the DCO, and hence of liNle weight as ‘very 
special circumstances’.  

 
5.5 That posiJon is not incompaJble with SHH’s posiJon that the Applicant must accept that having 

aNracted and focussed recreaJonal users on its core site, it must fulfil its legal and other 
obligaJons to help manage any wider impacts from their use of the wider public path network, 
parts of which it is creaJng. SHH enJrely accepts that the Applicant is not generaJng those 
recreaJonal visits, but that is an irrelevant argument. The Applicant is, at least for 30 years, 
accepJng that it will have to manage on-site recreaJonal use, including ensuring user safety, 
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tree and landscape maintenance, repair of fences and paths and the consequenJal liNer and 
other behaviour.  

 
5.6 SHH’s posiJon is that, just as the Applicant has put forward s106 agreements to address the 

potenJal for anJ-social behaviour, parking and vehicle pressures around the site e.g. on 
Horningsea Road and Low Fen Drove Way, a similar commitment should be made to contribuJng 
to handling any adverse impacts of addiJonal visitors, in parJcular at Quy Fen, given its status 
as an SSSI. SHH endorses the County Council’s request that the Applicant commit through this 
agreement to funding the wider Advisory Group. The creaJon of a wider Advisory Group is a 
sensible way forward to look at help manage recreaJonal impacts and it is to be hoped that 
other developers will play their part in contribuJng to any necessary miJgaJon. SHH supports 
the posiJon of the Quy Fen Trust that it wants the comfort of a formal funding commitment.  

 
5.7 SHH’s view expressed in relaJon to the LERMP is that the Applicant must make a commitment 

to maintaining the land around its works for the enJrety of the life of the works, including 
allowing conJnued recreaJonal use. That there is only a 30 year ecological maintenance period 
specified in the Environment Act 2021 is enJrely irrelevant to this argument. The Applicant, 
corporately, is commiNed to delivering the wider public good and to behaving as a ‘good 
neighbour’.  The commitment to long term public access needs to be included in the LERMP and 
covered explicitly in the Requirements.    

 
5.8 Avoiding damage, securing miJgaJon and reinstatement to trees and hedgerows through the 

CoCP/CEMP. SHH’s posiJon, now reiterated in SHH 40, is that the dDCO and plans sJll do not 
provide adequate and clear protecJon to trees and hedgerows along the pipeline routes. We 
noted that the ExA has pointed to inaccuracies in the documents in relaJon to the need to 
remove at least one veteran/mature tree and an important hedgerow, which the Applicant has 
agreed to check and amend relevant documents. 

 
5.9 Light spill and wildlife: SHH notes that the Applicant agrees to research and report on potenJal 

light spill effects on the LFDW Grassland and Hedges CWS. We remind the Applicant that there 
are sJll inconsistencies, notably in the ES Chapter 8 and elsewhere in relaJon to the proposed 
maximum height of lighJng columns, also now referred to in SHH40.  

 
6. Agenda Item 6: Water Quality 

 
6.1 Effects on water quality: SHH notes the Applicant’s claim that effluent loads from the new works 

are a substanJal improvement over those from the exisJng works. That may narrowly be true, 
in terms of effluent total loads, but the Applicant has not demonstrated that through up-to-date 
water quality modelling, nor has the Environment Agency signed off that assessment. Later in 
quesJoning, the Applicant admiNed that it has not modelled water quality at discharge 
parameters that it is seeking in the final effluent permit under condiJons of low flow taking 
account of climate change. In consequence, the Applicant accepts that there is no certainty that 
there will for example be phosphorus levels in say 2050, which are beNer or worse than at 
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present, nor whether these are acceptable. This aspect of water quality cannot therefore be 
claimed as benefits of the scheme.  
 

6.2 The Applicant claims that the Water Quality Assessment [APP-161] is not an ES or DCO 
document and only relates to the interim discharge permit. It is a submiNed ES document and 
Jtled as such and does cover both interim and final permits at the indicaJve discharge standards 
sought by the Applicant. If this report has been replaced by a more complete and reliable 
assessment provided to the EA, this should be produced. Without analyJcal proof, the 
Applicant’s claims about improved water quality are not proven. 

 
6.3 SHH noted that the Applicant is to respond in wriJng to SHH’s concern about higher than 

acceptable phosphorus/BOD and suspended solids arising in the reach of the Cam between the 
new oujall and BoVsham Lock. If there is new modelling to support the Applicant’s posiJon 
this should be produced. 

 
6.4 SHH remains very concerned that the EA has reneged on its promise to the ExA at ISH2 to make 

informaJon in relaJon to the Final Discharge Permit discussions/applicaJon available to the 
ExaminaJon. While we fully accept that the applicaJons are yet to be duly made and the permits 
are finally to be secured under parallel legislaJon, it is essenJal that this informaJon is before 
the ExaminaJon. This is order for the ExA and other parJes to make an informed judgement 
about likely future water quality and any benefits or harm from this and to understand that this 
analysis has been properly reviewed and endorsed by the EA. Neither the EA nor the Applicant 
has given any assurances that this informaJon will be made available before the end of the 
ExaminaJon, which should not be accepted by the ExA. SHH conJnues to take the view that the 
EA is not taking a ‘no or liNle detriment to water quality’ approach to the Final Effluent Discharge 
permit, as it should be. 

 
6.5 SHH notes the substanJal concerns that the EA has concerning the latest iteraJon of the Flood 

Risk Assessment. In quesJoning, the EA noted its general acceptance of various modelling and 
other reports it has received. None of this is documented or before the ExaminaJon as it should 
be. 

 
6.6 Outline Water Quality Management Plan: SHH notes that neither Natural England nor the 

County Council have endorsed this yet. SHH’s conJnuing concern is with potenJal spillages or 
infiltrated pollutants entering Black Ditch and potenJally polluJng Quy Fen and needs to be 
assured that adequate miJgaJon and monitoring will be in place.     

 
7. Agenda Item 7: Historic Environment 

7.1  ClarificaJon around effects on designated heritage assets, including Baits Bite Lock ConservaJon 
Area and Biggin Abbey Grade II* listed building: With reference to the clarificaJon the ExA 
sought from Ms Brown for SCDC of its assessment of permanent construcJon residual effect on 
Baits Bite ConservaJon Area, SHH interpreted SCDC LIR [REP2-053] at para 9.25 final sentence 
as concluding a permanent moderate adverse impact ‘as per the impact magnitude criteria at 
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Table 2-2’ [REP1-023 pg 22]and a permanent moderate adverse effect ‘as defined by the 
significance matrix at Table 2-3’ [REP1-023, pg23], 

7.2  In relaJon to Baits Bite Lock ConservaJon Area, Biggin Abbey Grade II* listed building and 
HCLA22 as referenced in SHH REP2-066 (Topic 4, Historic Environment) SHH agrees with the 
analysis of harm /effect set out by SCDC on these historical assets in the LIR SecJon 9 (REP2-
053).  

7.3  SHH agrees with Ms Brown for SCDC that the Applicant has underesJmated the temporary and 
permanent construcJon adverse effects of the PD on the historical assets of Biggin Abbey and 
Baits Bite Lock. In parJcular, the Applicant has underesJmated the impact on seVng of the 
temporary construcJon miJgaJon measures themselves ie hoarding referenced para. 9.19-9.20 
(REP2-053) and the permanent adverse impact of landscape miJgaJon measures as referenced 
in para 9.28 (REP2-053) and at para 71 (RR-004).        

7.4  SHH agrees with SCDC referenced at para 9.41 (REP2-053) that the permanent impact on 
HCLA22, Baits Bite Lock and Biggin Abbey is cumulaJve and amounts to harm caused by the PD 
and harm to the historical agricultural seVng resulJng from the proposed landscape miJgaJon.  

7.5  SHH agrees with SCDC that the levels of construcJon and permanent adverse effect on these 
HCLA22 and these designated assets should be assessed as being at ‘the higher end of less than 
substanHal harm.’  

7.6  AddiJonal consideraJons in the assessment of harm: Baits Bite ConservaJon Area (CA). As 
referenced SHH REP3-068 at 8.2.8 it remains to be demonstrated whether the miJgaJon 
proposals to reinstate and maintain footpath 85/6 in its current form (natural earth and 
grassland) over the new roof of the proposed oujall is sustainable. Change to the seVng from 
an organic river bank to exposed concrete of the oujall roof or alternaJve engineered footpath 
along this important and well used stretch of the riverbank would have an addiJonal permanent 
significant adverse effect on Baits Bite CA.  

7.7  SHH refers the ExA to APP-027 pg 7 Design Oujall Layout Plan.  SHH notes the layout plan also 
includes an exposed concrete (assumed) plajorm across the ditch which will be highly visible 
from 85/6.  The doNed line travelling from north to south of the layout plan is assumed by SHH 
to represent the exisJng footpath. This footpath forms part of a network of PROWs that follow 
the boundary and cross over Baits Bite CA in front of Biggin Abbey II*.  As referenced by the 
Applicant, at para 4.2.4 (REP1-024), these footpaths contribute to the CA by ‘enabling 
appreciaJon of the asset’. Further, it is the only secJon of footpath in the Baits Bite CA directly 
alongside the river bank and River Cam, the river idenJfied by the Applicant at para 4.2.5 (REP1-
024) as ‘making a substanJal contribuJon to the asset’s value’.  

7.8 The temporary diversion of Footpath 85/6 away from the river bank for the period of 
construcJon of the oujall in addiJon to the proposed hoarding referenced by SCDC at para 
9.19-9.20 (REP2-053) will have a significant temporary adverse impact on the appreciaJon of 
Baits Bite CA from Footpath 85/6.  

7.9  Differences in assessment of the degree of harm: As referenced in SHH REP3-066 at 9 Historic 
Environment, the Applicant seeks to explain the differences between the Applicant and 
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SCDC/SHH in assessment of harm to historical assets, namely Baits Bite Lock, HCLA22 and Biggin 
Abbey on ‘… different points of view on the extent to which character and seVng are already 
impacted by modern infrastructure (including, but not limited to, the A14, overhead pylons and 
exisJng acJvity on and around the B1047 Horningsea Road and A14 juncJon 34)’. 

7.10  However, SHH has argued (SHH REP3-066 at 9, Historic Environment), in consideraJon of Historic 
England’s Good PracJce Advice (Managing Significance in Decision Making at para 28 (2015) 
these intrusions, rather than reducing the significance of impact of the PD, increases the 
significance of effect on account of the assets having been compromised in the past.   

7.11 ConsideraJon of the degree of harm to the significance of designated heritage assets which are 
both reported and not reported in Ch 13 REP1-023/024: SHH welcomes the Applicant’s 
agreement to the ExA request at ISH3 to provide a summary table of idenJfied harm to 
designated historical assets at D4. This should clearly idenJfy the heritage assets and capture 
what level of harm will occur in each case. SHH will comment on these when that table is 
available.  

7.12    In response to the explanaJon of Mr Bowles on behalf of the Applicant that. in assessing 
heritage assets in the planning balance undertaken in the Planning Statement [REP1-049], he 
had given “limited weight” to harm to designated heritage assets other than Biggin Abbey. SHH 
notes that the effect of paras 205 and 208 NPPF is that any harm to the significance of 
designated heritage assets must be given great weight in the planning balance, and it is 
necessary for the public benefits of a proposal to outweigh that great weight. Giving designated 
heritage assets “limited weight” in the planning balance is therefore in breach of NPPF policy 
and indicates that the Applicant has given insufficient weight to the harms that the proposed 
development will cause. The assessment at para.4.10.20 of REP1-049 also fails to consider the 
harm to the significance of other designated heritage assets idenJfied in the appendices to ES 
Chapter 13 as being harmed but which are not discussed in the main ES Chapter itself, to which 
great weight must also be given. These are fundamental flaws in the planning balance 
assessment undertaken in the Planning Statement.  

7.13  SHH in RR-035 also noted specifically the omission of Wildfowl CoNage (HE042) from Chapter 
13.  This omission is considered significant as the building is set within the Baits Bite 
ConservaJon Area riverside and accessed via Horningsea Road past Biggin Abbey II*. Further, it 
is SHH’s view that contrary to the HE Assessment Table (AW 5.4.13.4; AS-085) the temporary 
construcJon slight effects reported should remain recorded as such aser miJgaJon measures.  

7.14  The Applicant’s assessment of Poplar Hall (HE040) idenJfies and reports in Chapter 13 
temporary construcJon minor impact and moderate adverse effect (significant). It does not 
report on permanent construcJon impact or effect in Chapter 13.  SHH REP3-068 has drawn 
aNenJon to the relevance of Historic England’s reference to a cumulaJve effect of harm raJng 
over successive adverse impacts. 

7.15  MiJgaJon of impacts on historic assets: SHH notes that SCDC is to respond further regarding 
potenJal improved miJgaJon to historic assets during construcJon and will also respond to this 
at D5.   
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8. Agenda item 8: Landscape and visual / design 

 
8.1 In response to a quesJon from the Examining Authority, SHH acknowledges that the proposed 

development and landscaping has been amended since the visualisaJon depicted at para 5.2 
[REP-172] was published. However, it is noteworthy that – as acknowledged by Mrs Morrison 
on behalf of the Applicant – most of the structures are similar in scale, including the chimney 
which remain at the same height and the digester stacks which are only reduced by 5m in height. 
SHH emphasises that its fundamental criJcism on design is that the character of the landscape 
is essenJally recJlinear, and the Applicant has never provided a proper answer as to why the 
anomalous circular form was adopted instead of a more recJlinear layout that reflects that 
acknowledged character of this open landscape. 
 

8.2 Overall design concept: Regarding the choice of recJlinear/non-recJlinear design, SHH’s 
posiJon, backed up by the analysis presented of the three design opJons on pages 72 and 73 of 
the Design and Access Statement, is that the triangular design was reported to be the ‘best and 
most appropriate in landscape terms’ and could have been improved and developed as a more 
recJlinear design. The so-called ‘rotunda’ design even when viewed from ground level does not 
seek to work with or minimise impact on the landscape character. As the landscape design has 
developed, the adopJon of what would read visually as dense woodland planJng, has if 
anything, worsened the fit with the landscape.  The three designs considered were never subject 
to public consultaJon nor was the advice given by the Design Council Panel ever made public. 
The case for a more recJlinear form was made by SHH members, notably Ian Gilder, in later 
consultaJon, but was never addressed. SCDC also told the hearing that it was not consulted on 
that crucial design choice. 

 
8.3 The circular earthwork around the works (which has none of the characterisJcs of the cited 

historical examples, which are linear features) is a crucial part of the landscape and other 
screening of the works. It therefore needs to be included in Schedule 14 to the dDCO, giving 
both minimum height and width parameters. This point has been raised several Jmes by SHH 
with the Applicant who has made some other changes to the dDCO but has not responded to 
this point. While SHH notes that there may be limitaJons with regard to making the earth bund 
higher, a further small amount of excavaJon e.g. 1 metre, would have delivered more material 
and allowed a higher and shallower bund. The minimum height of 5m needs to be delivered as 
well as reasonably shallow slopes (to give trees the best chance of survival). Mr Prior, in 
quesJoning agreed that parameters will be included in Schedule 14. SHH has included details of 
its request in SHH 40.  

 
8.4 Need to improve the submiNed landscape design as shown in the LERMP: SHH agrees with SCDC 

that the submiNed landscape design needs to be improved. It has too extensive deep blocks of 
planJng and the ‘rides’ at only 20m width are too narrow to provide longer views, as soon as 
the planJng takes hold.  
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8.5 SHH notes that SCDC believes this can be addressed at detailed design. SHH disagrees. This along 
with other concerns about the LERMP needs to be addressed prior to any grant of a DCO, since 
the LERMP is to act as the benchmark for approval of more detailed planJng designs and 
maintenance protocols.  

 
8.6 PlanJng and Ongoing Maintenance: Regarding the survival of trees and hedgerows, as local 

residents, SHH have a good idea of which species thrive as well as the conJnuing effect of drier 
spring and summer seasons over the last decade, on vegetaJon growth. SHH have produced 
examples of planJng that has taken place near to the site, including at the present JuncJon 34 
and the tree belt opposite Horningsea Cemetery, which has not thrived or remains stunted. This 
is parJcularly an issue where planJng is to be on top of the narrow earthwork and will suffer 
from run off of much of the rain that falls. Without sustained watering or the opportunity to 
intervene, it is very unlikely that trees will thrive (although they may just about survive). What 
will visually be a single line of planJng at the top of the bund makes it criJcal that this planJng 
thrives as a key part of the permanent screening of the works.    

 
8.7 Early stage planJng is limited to some very narrow tree belts along part but not all of the outer 

boundary to the works site and some very limited street tree planJng on Horningsea Road, as 
shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.7 of the LERMP (AS-066). These belts are all to be no more than 7.5m 
in width. Experience elsewhere shows that narrow tree and hedge belts do not effecJvely 
obscure winter views. There is sufficient room on site for wider early stage tree and hedge belts, 
up to say 15m in depth, which will have greater and earlier screening effect. SHH maintains its 
view that addiJonal off site planJng to partly block views from Horningsea Road and High Ditch 
Road should be added to the scheme. 

 
8.8 SHH has noted various changes to the LERMP, made in AS-066, in relaJon to watering and 

replanJng. The measures being adopted by the Applicant are welcome as a starJng place to 
address the challenges of planJng, especially on the made ground banks. SHH accepts that a 
long term replanJng intenJon is buried in the drasing of AS-066. SHH believes that the 
Applicant should commit to going further and make these commitments enJrely clear in the 
LERMP in para 4.2.2, SecJon 4.3 and the tables. In parJcular: (i) the commitment in para 4.2.2 
to watering should be for rouJne watering of trees on top of the bund for five years and for two 
years for all other trees and hedges planted. There should be supplemental watering if there are 
prolonged dry periods in spring and early summer which should extend for a further 3 years (ii) 
where replanJng has to take place, these watering commitments must restart for that planJng.  

 
8.9  SHH takes the strong posiJon that the commitment by the Applicant as owner to maintain the 

landscape and permit public access must extend to the operaJonal life of the plant and not just 
for 30 years. 
 

8.10  Design Code: SHH welcomes the intenJon to provide a Design Code and to a commitment by 
the Applicant to taking independent advice at detailed design from the Cambridgeshire Quality 
Panel. SHH will respond to the Design Code once seen. 
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9. Agenda Item 9: Green Belt 
 

9.1 Inappropriateness: SHH’s posiJon is that the whole of the built development including the earth 
bank, the access road and car park are all inappropriate development in the Green Belt. We are 
not aware of properly comparable Green Belt cases where individual sub-components of a built 
part of a development that is ‘inappropriate’ have been declared ‘not inappropriate’. 
 

9.2 On the consideraJon of non-Green Belt alternaJves, SHH made the following points. In 
summary: 

 
9.2.1 In the circumstances of the present applicaJon, there is a legal requirement on the 

Examining Authority and decision-maker to consider non-Green Belt sites as alternaJves 
to the proposed development. 
 

9.2.2 That requires the relaJve merits of the non-GB sites to be considered by the ExA alongside 
the alternaJve sites in the GB which are discussed by the Applicant in ES Chapter 3 [AS-
018]. 
 

9.2.3 There has been no or inadequate consideraJon of non-Green Belt sites by the Applicant 
for a number of reasons set out in SHH’s RR [RR-035] and WR [REP1-171], including the 
lack of any real assessment of the feasibility of the retenJon of works on the exisJng site, 
and flawed methodology in considering non-Green Belt alternaJves through the site 
selecJon process. 

 
9.3 With regard to the legal tests, these are set out at SHH RR [RR-035] para.5.5. R (Save Stonehenge 

WHS Ltd) v Secretary of State for Transport [2021] EWHC 2161 (Admin), [2022] PTSR 74 at 
para.259 confirms that the common law jurisprudence on consideraJon of alternaJves applies 
and must be complied with in addiHon to the provisions on alternaJves in the Environmental 
Impact Assessment RegulaJons and the guidance on alternaJves in NPSWW. 
 

9.4 Para.269 of Stonehenge explains when alternaJves become mandatory material consideraJons 
for a decision maker: 

 
9.4.1 Where there are clear planning objecJons to development upon a parJcular site “it may 

well be relevant and indeed necessary” to consider whether there is a more appropriate 
site elsewhere.  

 
9.4.2 That is parJcularly so where the development is bound to have significant adverse effects 

and where the major argument advanced in support of the applicaJon is that the need for 
the development outweighs the planning disadvantages inherent in it. 
 

9.5 In terms of the adequacy of consideraJon of alternaJves, where the common law requires 
consideraJon of alternaJves, para.277 of Stonehenge confirms that the Examining Authority 
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and the Secretary of State need to consider the relaJve merits of the different alternaJves, and 
not just accept the Applicant’s assessment of them.  
 

9.6 SHH relies on the combinaJon of the following factors to support its posiJon that there is a legal 
requirement in this case for the Examining Authority and Secretary of State to consider non-GB 
alternaJves:  

 
9.6.1 The fact that the proposed development involves a significant quantum of inappropriate 

development in Green Belt resulJng in harm to the Green Belt (both definiJonal and to 
openness and its purposes). 
 

9.6.2 The other significant adverse effects idenJfied in the Environmental Statement, including 
harm to heritage assets. 

 
9.6.3 The agreed posiJon that there is no operaJonal need for the development and therefore 

no presumpJon in favour of granJng it development consent under the NPSWW. 
 

9.6.4 The LPAs posiJon that there are no excepJonal circumstances which jusJfy changing the 
Green Belt boundaries in their areas (see, for example, [REP2-052] SCDC LIR para.6.62). 

 
9.6.5 There are therefore strong planning objecJons to the development at the Honey Hill site. 

The need relied on to overcome those objecJons – housing need – is need which the LPAs 
consider does not jusJfy GB release, because they consider housing need alone does not 
give rise to excepJonal circumstances. 

 
9.6.6 In those circumstances, the possibility of locaJng the WWTP other than on the GB must 

be considered. 
 

9.7 In relaJon to the Applicant’s jusJficaJon of the exclusion of non-GB sites on grounds of cost [AS-
018 – ES Ch.3 para.2.2.24 on p.18] it must be noted that in Stonehenge the fact that longer 
tunnelling opJons were rejected at an early stage of opJons appraisal due to these being 
unaffordable did not make it lawful to exclude those opJons from consideraJon by the 
Examining Authority and Secretary of State– see paras.247, 262 and 277. 
 

9.8 With regard to the Planning Inspectorate’s Guidance on alternaJves, Advice Note 8, to the 
extent this is relied on by the Applicant, it must be noted that this guidance was last updated in 
June 2020, prior to the decision in Stonehenge which was handed down over a year later. 

 
9.9 On the release of Green Belt for housing or other uses, it is well-established that the 

requirement to establish very special circumstances in order for inappropriate development in 
the Green Belt to be permiNed is a stricter and more demanding test than the requirement for 
excepJonal circumstances to jusJfy Green Belt release through the planning process (see, for 
example, R (Luton Borough Council) v Central Bedfordshire [2015] EWCA Civ 537 per Sales LJ at 
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paras.54 and 56. In short, if there are no excepJonal circumstances for Green Belt release, there 
are no very special circumstances either. 

 
9.10 SCDC and CCC (at para.6.62 of their LIRs [REP2-043]; [REP2-052] have made it clear that 

‘excepJonal circumstances’ do not exist for releasing this or any other substanJal GB site around 
Cambridge for housing. They accept that such circumstances may exist in relaJon to the 
Cambridge Biomedical Science Campus and at Babraham, but only in relaJon to scienJfic and 
medical research faciliJes, which are of naHonal and internaHonal importance. No such 
discussion appears anywhere in emerging policy in relaJon to the relocaJon of the WWTP or 
the Honey Hill site, or in the MWLP, which was adopted well aser HIF funding was granted. 

 
9.11 SHH disputes that SCDC and the City Council could not between them have lawfully allocated 

the Honey Hill site for waste water development in the emerging Greater Cambridge Local Plan. 
Their local plan powers as set out in the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 extend to 
all forms of development, whether or not the decision maker is the plan making authority. This 
is unlike the circumscribed powers of the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority. They could 
have idenJfied a site and amended Green Belt boundaries as an ‘excepJonal circumstance’ and 
included other policies to govern the relocaJon as part of a coherent local plan led process to 
give effect to NECAAP. The fact that they have not done so through the GCLP process is telling. 
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Submission by Save Honey Hill Group  

ISH3 - Environmental Ma3ers, Day 1, 10 January 2024: Summary of Oral Submissions 

22 January 2024  

1. IntroducFon 

1.1  This note summarises oral submissions made by Ian Gilder for SHH at the ISH3 Day 1 on 10 
January 2024. 

2. Agenda Item 2 – ApplicaFon Documents 
2.1 It was confirmed that SHH notes on errors and inconsistencies in the ES Chapter 2 have been 

shared with the Applicant.  
 

3. Agenda Item 3 – Traffic and Transport 
3.1 Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AIL). For the main works site, AIL will normally travel enMrely on 

the strategic road network (SRN) and these are not a concern to SHH, provided that Clayhithe 
Road/Horningsea Road north of the A14 are not used for these if there are blockages on the 
SRN. Certain very large loads for the Waterbeach Pipeline North will need to use either 
Bannold Road or StaMon Road/Clayhithe Road from the A10. These will include large cranes 
and the HDD rigs for the River Cam crossing both of which will need to use Clayhithe Bridge, 
which has a humped verMcal alignment and may be weight restricted. The HDD rigs will be on 
or above the size limits for normal road haulage. In SHH’s view, the Mmes when AILs can be 
moved through Waterbeach and Clayhithe needs to be restricted to Mmes when obstrucMon to 
general use of these roads can be avoided and are likely to require temporary parking 
restricMons and traffic control. The Applicant agreed during quesMons to check and confirm 
that Clayhithe Bridge is adequate for large loads on low clearance trailers. 
 

3.2 Waterbeach and Horningsea ConstrucMon Routes: The Applicant has confirmed that a 
commitment not to take construcMon or operaMonal HGVs through Horningsea village was given 
during pre-applicaMon consultaMon and has been the basis for design and assessment of traffic 
in the DCO, ES and management plans. SHH believes strongly, as does Horningsea Parish Council, 
that this commitment must be maintained. RouMng all or some of the construcMon HGV traffic 
for the secMon of the Waterbeach Pipeline between the Cam river crossing and Horningsea 
village through Horningsea village would not be acceptable. 

 
3.3  This means that there will be construcMon traffic impacts in Waterbeach and Horningsea, north 

of the village, which need to be miMgated as far as possible. SHH is saMsfied with the Applicant’s 
response during quesMons that it is unlikely to be pracMcable to make any use of haul roads 
provided for Waterbeach New Town for the construcMon of the Waterbeach pipeline between 
the Waterbeach WRC and the River Cam. The relevant construcMon traffic routes and access 
points are shown on Figure 19.2 of the Traffic and Transport Figures [REP3-022] and the analysis 
of construcMon traffic movements on pages 106 and 107 in Tables 7-7 and 7-8 of the TA Part 1 
[REP3-034]. There are two routes through Waterbeach, one from the A10 using Denny End Road 
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and Bannold Road and the other through the heart of the village along Chapel Street and StaMon 
Road. SHH noted that Waterbeach Primary School no longer sits on a construcMon traffic route, 
since it is some 200m south of Bannold Road with the main access from High Street. 

 
3.4 The construcMon traffic assessment is unhelpful, since it does not deal with the likely pacern of 

construcMon acMvity along the pipeline which is likely to take place in secMons and move 
generally from north to south during the construcMon period. This means that there will be a 
period when Bannold Road needs to be used heavily and then, probably later, when all traffic 
will need to use StaMon Road. Table 7-7 gives typical daily movements, 62 – 82 HGVs per day at 
most, but Table 7-8 presents a higher daily total of 108 HGVs per day, 10 per hour excluding peak 
hours and the post school hour. It is not clear how ofen this lacer high level of movements is 
likely to be required. Given the nature of the construcMon, there are likely to be periods possibly 
for several weeks when parMcular acMviMes, such as haulage of stone for work areas and pipe 
bedding are concentrated. 

 
3.5 StaMon Road Waterbeach is narrow, with several stretches of one way working caused by parked 

cars and parMcularly in and around the peak hours is heavily used by pedestrians accessing the 
staMon. Under normal circumstances, very few HGVs use this road. SHH asked in the hearing 
whether the Applicant would agree to a restricMon on the hourly numbers of construcMon HGVs 
using StaMon Road. The ExA requested that SHH make a specific pracMcable proposal in wriMng 
on this point. 

 
3.6 Our considered view is that there needs to be defined periods when StaMon Road is not to be 

used for HGVs. Those shown in Table 7-8 are not the most relevant hours, which we believe 
should be from 0800 to 0930 and 1600 to 1800. The post school hour is not relevant. We accept 
that seing an hourly maximum is not especially pracMcable and would involve holding HGVs in 
places where there are no obvious off road holding areas. Instead, we would ask the Applicant 
to commit to a daily maximum total, well below 108 vpd. Our suggesMon is 75vpd. There may 
need to be temporary parking restricMons or traffic control during weeks of high acMvity, and 
these will certainly be required for the movements of AIL.    

 
3.7 OperaMonal traffic: SHH noted that the ExA has asked for further analysis of operaMonal traffic 

movements at J34, focussed on the ‘shoulder’ hours before and afer the defined am and pm 
peak hours and on any miMgaMon necessary.  

 
3.8 SHH raised concerns about whether restricMons on HGV movements in the CTMP can be 

properly enforced and monitored, when the vehicles are operated by third party sub-
contractors, noMng that this is a problem encountered on other schemes. 

 
3.9 SHH believes that there should be representaMves of Horningsea and other directly affected 

Parish Councils on the CTMP Forum. 
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3.10 SHH noted that there is sMll an error in Schedule 9 Part 2 of the dDCO relaMng to prohibited 
movements at the works access juncMon at J34 and will include this in a further schedule of 
changes requested to the dDCO. This is SHH 45. 

 
3.11 Parking Provision: Following the ExA’s detailed exploraMon of the numbers of staff and likely 

modes of transport, it appears likely that on most days, there will only be 25 to 30 staff vehicles 
using the 71 parking spaces on site. The Applicant’s answer that the amount of parking meets 
the SCDC parking standards is a nonsense, given that this is a very specific form of business 
floorspace and the Applicant knows how many of their staff will be on site and their likely use 
of private cars. In our view, parking provision should be reduced to no more than 40.     

 

Agenda Item 4 - Carbon  

4.1  SHH submiced an extensive criMque of the construcMon and operaMonal carbon assessment in 
Chapter 10 of the ES in SHH 04 Chapter 9. The Applicant in REP2-038 Responses to SHH WR did 
not provide any response to these substanMve criMcisms. It did note the demoliMon assessment 
by SHH and its own assessment as similar results. ES Chapter 10 now updated by Applicant in 
REP3-019 and in Appendix REP3-032 and SHH is commenMng against these.  

4.2  Carbon Assessment, including baseline, sludge, uncertainty over future emissions: SHH has 
noted that the assessment Mmeframe now extended to 2090 is welcome and notes that it takes 
account of substanMve although undefined upgrades in years 23 and 46. The Applicant 
confirmed in quesMoning that these allowed for plant replacement, but not for any capacity 
expansion beyond the Phase 2 scheme.  

4.3  Applicant’s benchmark for construcMon carbon reducMon is the DM0 CHP Design, noMng that 
the proper baseline for assessing gross construcMon emissions should be zero. Both of these are 
now done in Chapter 10, which is acceptable as numerical analysis. SHH criMcism that the DM0 
design had oversized tunnels in it is now accepted by the Applicant, noMng that the carbon 
reducMons up to DCO Design does also include for change of tunnel materials to composites 
allowed by smaller bores. 

4.4  Chapter 10 does set out both gross and net operaMonal emissions from the new plant, so full 
impacts can be considered, subject to uncertainty about future emissions factors. It would be 
helpful to see an assessment of carbon emissions from the exisMng works, not just the average 
emissions by volume for exisMng plants in Table 4-5.   

4.5  SHH believes that two components of operaMon should be in the new plant carbon assessment 
(i) pumping of sewage from Waterbeach and (ii) operaMon of the sludge transport from other 
works. The Applicant claims that the lacer will not change from exisMng, which has always 
seemed unlikely since producMon of sludge at satellite works will increase over Mme.     

4.6  SHH accepts that there are considerable uncertainMes over the emissions assessed for the Gas 
to Grid or other biomethane opMons. This arises principally because there is no agreed naMonal 
’roadmap’ to decarbonising gas delivered through the naMonal grid; legiMmate differences of 
view as to how to account for burning of fossil gas and uncertainty about what final use the 
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biomethane will be put if not injected into the grid. Noted that the Applicant to answer whether 
alternaMve biomethane soluMons apart from gas to grid can be assessed in the ES. 

4.7  SHH notes the Applicant’s acceptance that the exisMng works could be made operaMonally net 
zero and that the SHH esMmate that this would involve c17,000tCO2e construcMon emissions is 
reasonable. SHH noted the Applicant’s intenMon to review the dDCO drafing to check it allows 
for other forms of gas export e.g. by liquefacMon and transport by tanker.    

4.8  Whole life carbon assessment: Scope, net zero targets and carbon offseing: SHH primary 
concerns about carbon assessment remain that: 

(i) The DCO design only achieves 45% construcMon reducMon from a false DM0 baseline. This 
relied on an exaggerated reducMon in tunnel specificaMon, also relevant to consideraMon 
of alternaMves. This reducMon is well below Applicant’s corporate across the estate capital 
carbon target of 70% reducMon.  

(ii) We are not convinced that G2G will prove feasible. Total net emissions are c37,000 tCO2e 
for the CHP opMon for the operaMonal life of works. This is a net excluding offseing 
esMmate and again falls well short of AW 2030 corporate target of operaMonal net zero. 

4.9  Applicant stated in quesMoning that a detailed approach to carbon reducMon and monitoring is 
to be included in the Design Code. This needs to be enforceable and take account of design 
progression and carbon minimisaMon during construcMon. Applicant suggests it may commit to 
a 55% carbon reducMon target, which we will review alongside Design Code.    

4.10 Applicant’s posiMon on solar is that any shorqall in meeMng operaMonal net zero will be 
delivered by just as much solar as is needed to balance the books. This is a very peculiar posiMon 
to adopt from a corporate or project perspecMve and it is quesMonable that it can properly 
monitored except at a single point in Mme, given conMnuing reducMons in grid electricity 
emissions. The Applicant has not demonstrated what area of solar is needed to meet present 
esMmates. The Applicant in quesMoning raised the possibility that solar installaMon may be 
limited by availability of local grid connecMon capacity, but has not evidenced this.  

4.11  SHH believes that any operaMonal carbon target of net zero must be delivered on site including 
operaMons from the site. Carbon offseing via carbon credits/remote tree planMng etc is not 
legiMmate/effecMve. 

4.12  Design refinement and GHG emissions commitments: Requirement 3 as revised requires 
commitment to CHP or G2G in phasing scheme prior to main works. Needs clearer commitment 
in Requirement 3 to demonstraMng in phasing scheme that design to be built will achieve 70% 
capital/construcMon carbon reducMon from an agreed baseline. Wording of this depends on 
what is in Design Code. 

4.13  Requirement 21 as revised requires detailed carbon management plan prior to operaMon of gas 
recovery…which requires ‘operaMonal net zero’.  Requirement 21(2) will need amending to at 
least include words ‘from operaMons on site or conducted from the site’. Requirement 21 also 
needs amending to ensure that a decision about solar to be made prior to bringing into use of 
gas recovery. This would allow solar to be installed as part of main works design/contract. Needs 
clearer specificaMon of what operaMonal net zero means (i.e. not off site offseing/credits) and 
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whether requirement should be to go beyond net zero to net posiMve ‘as far as is reasonably 
pracMcable.’  

 

Ian Gilder MA MRTPI FRSA   
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CWWTPR DCO ExaminaEon                                                                                                                SHH 45 

Submission by Save Honey Hill Group 

CAH1- Compulsory AcquisiEon Hearing 1, 9 January 2024: Summary of Oral Submissions 

22 January 2024 

1. IntroducEon 

1.1 This note summarises oral submissions made by Ian Gilder for Save Honey Hill Group at the CAH1 
on 9 January 2024. 

2. Agenda Item 2: The Applicant’s Case for CA and TP 

2.1 There is no demonstrable need for the relocaCon. The Applicant therefore has to rely on para 13 
of the Compulsory AcquisiCon Guidelines that ‘public benefits outweigh private loss’. The 
Applicant has provided no examples of DCOs granted that rely on an ‘enabling’ case, where the 
subsequent development is not part of the DCO. 
There is no ‘compelling case…for the land to be acquired compulsorily’ which is the principal 
test in s122 of the PA 2008. 
 

2.2 Inter alia, the Applicant has not met the test in para 8 of the DCLG Compulsory AcquisiCon 
Guidelines, 2013. It has not ‘demonstrated….that all reasonable alternaCves to compulsory 
acquisiCon (including modificaCons to the scheme) have been explored.’ The latest SHH 
response to the maUer of alternaCves is in 4.5.1 – 4.5.9 of SHH34 [REP3 -068] the SHH Response 
to the Applicant’s Responses to WriUen RepresentaCons 8.13 REP2-038, which clearly 
demonstrates in combinaCon with its RR [RR-035] and WR SHH04 [REP1-171] that all reasonable 
alternaCves have not been explored. 

2.3  The Applicant has not provided adequate informaCon to confirm that enough funding is certain 
to be available to deliver the project and has therefore not met the requirements in paras 17 and 
18 of the CAG. 

3. Agenda Item 3: Site Specific Issues 

3.1 SHH as an organisaCon has no interests in land covered by the scheme, although individual 
members of SHH do have land interests. Submissions made only relate to maUers of principle 
raised by the ExA’s site specific quesCons, in parCcular the Waterbeach pipeline South and the 
‘permissive’ bridleway. 

3.2 Depending on the Cming of demand from Waterbeach new town, the Waterbeach pipeline 
South may never need to be built, as noted in ES Chapter 2. Although a ‘late programme’ 
compleCng it in 2027/8 is shown in Figure 3.11 in Chapter 2 of the ES [REP3-0170], in reality, the 
Waterbeach pipeline South would not be built unless demand arises much earlier than that. If it 
is built, it is intended to be made redundant on opening of the new works and at most will be in 
use for a period of no more than two or three years. The pipeline is not to be removed. 
Compulsory acquisiCon powers are not jusCfiable for this element and should not be granted for 
land required solely for this element of the scheme, on either side of Horningsea Road in Fen 
DiUon. 
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3.3 The Applicant has not commiUed to making the new bridleway along the old railway a dedicated 
public right of way, preferring to pursue an agreement with the landowner for it to be permissive. 
SHH believes strongly that this is not a maUer for the adjoining landowner to dictate and that a 
permissive bridleway, with a limited life of 30 years, is not sufficient as miCgaCon. SHH believes 
that the bridleway should be a permanent dedicated PROW and remain available in perpetuity. 
This is a view shared by the County Council, as highway authority, responsible for such public 
rights of way.    

4. Agenda Item 4: AP RepresentaEons 

4.1 SHH notes the commitment given by the Applicant to consult with residents of eg Poplar Hall 
regarding the length and Cming of occupaCon of land in the immediate vicinity of their 
residenCal properCes. 

5. Agenda item 5: Statutory Undertakers   

5.1  No submission. 

6. Agenda Item 6: Crown Land 

6.1  No submission 

7. Agenda Item 7: Funding 

7.1  Certainty and adequacy of funding has been a substanCve concern raised by SHH both during 
pre-applicaCon consultaCon and in submissions to this ExaminaCon in parCcular in SHH22, 
SHH28 and SHH34. The Applicant has, for example in 8.14 REP3-054, SecCons 2.5 and 2.9, given 
parCal and incomplete answers to valid points made by SHH. 

7.2 SHH has been accused of conflaCng the HIF and the funding of the relocaCon. This is not correct, 
although the debate has been made difficult by the complexity and interlocking nature of the 
funding arrangements and the reluctance of the Applicant and the public bodies involved to 
provide clear unredacted informaCon about project governance and funding.  

7.3  SHH has noted that the Applicant only submiUed the long-awaited HIF Business Case to the 
ExaminaCon on the day before this hearing, but has sCll not provided a clear summary of the key 
aspects of the funding as it relates to the proposed relocaCon.  

7.4  SHH’s key concerns remain unanswered by the Applicant’s answers to the ExA’s quesCons at this 
hearing and were presented to the hearing as below: 

(i) This is, from the DCO perspective, a free-standing project which is being funded through a 
complex set of joint venture development agreements with the local authorities and third 
parties. The relocation, as the Applicant makes clear at every turn, cannot be funded 
(except in relation to Waterbeach capacity and the pipeline) from the Applicant’s primary 
regulated asset business, which is the Applicant’s principal source of revenue. The only 
source of funding declared by the Applicant is the HIF grant. This makes certainty of funding 
far more important to this Examination than where public sector promoters are bringing 
forward infrastructure projects, which are operationally necessary or desirable and/or are 
funded by ongoing public funding programmes. 
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(ii) Funding under HIF is a ringfenced cash sum of £227 million at 2018 prices. The relevant sum 
that should have been approved was £167 million, since the site selected is a ‘short tunnel 
opCon’, the cost of which was esCmated based on a site at Milton just north of the A14, 
understood to be near Site 2. £227 million was calculated in the HIF Bid to allow for a ‘long 
tunnel opCon’, which might have been to the north of the Geen Belt. 

(iii) The HIF Grant was given based on 2018 prices and there has been substanCal and 
conCnuing inflaCon in construcCon costs. SHH has esCmated this based on published price 
indices for Civil and Other ConstrucCon Costs as being around 32% between 2018 and 
2023. The Applicant is refusing to provide an up to date cost esCmate, including fees, for 
the project on the grounds that this has to remain confidenCal to avoid compromising the 
procurement of the main works contracts. This is not acceptable. It is normal pracCce for 
up to date cost and viability esCmates to be sought and presented in Funding Statements 
for Development Consent Orders. These are normally esCmates without detailed 
breakdowns. In the case of publicly funded projects, there will be a range of other 
preliminary cost esCmates in the public domain, including budget costs, investment 
decision cosCngs, economic and development appraisals or even tender price ranges, 
published prior to tender. An up-to-date cost esCmate for the relocaCon, including fees, at 
likely ouUurn prices, must be provided by the Applicant. This will not compromise the 
procurement process, which will be by compeCCve tender. The Applicant accepted, in 
questioning by the ExA, that the ‘budget of £227 million would be tight’. This makes it 
even more critical that the Applicant provides those estimates to the Examination so that 
the likely extent of any cost overruns can be assessed.  
The ExA will be aware of other Compulsory Purchase Order cases, notably the Vicarage 
Field, Barking, decision (APP/PCU/CPOP/Z5060/3278231, October 2022), where the 
compulsory acquisition was refused for several reasons, but, in particular, because there 
was no credible up to date assessment of the project’s viability and of funding available to 
the development partner. 

(iv) The applicant accepts in its response to ExQ1 8.25 that the commitment from the ‘parCes 
to the GDA’ only extends to meeCng up to a 5% cost overrun above the Maximum Sum, as 
set out in the GDA at 6.6.4, but that discussions are ongoing about how any larger cost 
overrun could be met and are expected to conclude before the end of the ExaminaCon. The 
Applicant in quesConing said that this further commitment will be provided to the 
ExaminaCon, but without a Cmescale. It is essenCal that this is done well before the end of 
the ExaminaCon so that other parCes, such as SHH can respond properly. 

The Applicant has suggested that cost overruns might be met from the uplip in the 
development value of the core site land that is owned by the Applicant. The Applicant 
cannot at this stage claim that (i) there will be any substanCal surplus land value that the 
Applicant will receive, since all of the long term costs of developing the NECAAP sites over 
up to 20 years will have had to be met, before capital receipts are crystallised (ii) there is no 
viability appraisal of the redevelopment available and (iii) it is our understanding that the 
majority of any surplus from land receipts is already commiUed by agreement to be 
redistributed for affordable housing through the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
Combined Authority. The Applicant may only receive a small sum based on the exisCng use 
value of the core site.    
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(v) It was recently revealed in FoI responses to SHH that spending on the defined ‘enabling 
phase’ for the project has already reached close to the Homes England approved budget 
maximum of £31.8 million. Spend at end October 2023 on a defrayed basis is reported as 
£28.8m. The Applicant in quesConing suggested a slightly different figure, but since this 
informaCon was provided by the City Council as administrator of the grant, it must be 
accepted. The Applicant has not said how any overruns in funding for enabling works and 
fees prior to the start of the ‘delivery phase’ are to be met.   

(vi) The CA Guidelines are clear in paras 17 and 18, in parCcular. In this instance, these need to 
be rigorously applied. The Applicant has not, to date, demonstrated that the funding for the 
project is either sufficient, nor is it clearly certain to be likely to be available. 
 

7.5 SHH believes, based on published evidence leading estate agents of recent agricultural land 
disposals, on the open market, that the Applicant’s estimate of £5 million for compensation, 
including disruption and blight, as set out in the Applicant’s response to ExQ1 8.32 is an 
insufficient amount.  This is without considering the development ‘hope value’ that attaches to 
the main site and other adjacent land in the same ownership. On some of that land, south of the 
A14, that landowner has pursued release of that land for housing as recently as part of the South 
Cambridgeshire Local Plan 2018 preparation. This is a matter SHH leaves to the ExA to pursue, 
since we cannot provide specific professional evidence on this point.  
 

8. Other Matters 

8.1 Prior to closing the hearing, the ExA chose to take Item 2 from the ISH3 hearing agenda, relaCng 
to inconsistencies and errors in ApplicaCon Documents. SHH had noted errors and 
inconsistencies that remain uncorrected in the ES Chapter 2 and gave an example of these. SHH’s 
list of errors has subsequently been provided to the Applicant and will be submiUed, for the 
record, as SHH39. 

 

Ian Gilder MA MRTPI FRSA     
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